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FEDERATION

DISCUSSION

President and Dean Speak
At Special Convocation
The meaning and significance ■ schools

accepted

candidates

on which federation is based is in

of the recently completed federa- j the basis of their attendance at keeping with the policy of new

tion was outlined by President Waterloo College and not "WestAxford and Dean Schaus at a ern". It was on the recommendaMonday morning assembly.
tion of our own faculty that these
Dean Schaus was the first to students were accepted.
The Dean assured the assembly
speak, and he outlined the situation insofar as it concerned the that the record of previous Waterloo students was commendable,
granting of degrees.
"Students graduating before and the esteem with which they
this summer will receive their are held would help pave the way
degree from the University of for future post-graduate candiWestern Ontario," the Dean ex- dates.
The Dean, anticipating quesplained. "Next year's graduates
will receive their degree from the tions regarding possible changes
in the curriculum, explained that
University of Waterloo."
Dean Schaus went on to dis- students already enlisted in a
cuss the merits of this new de- course of study would be pergree. The B.A. degree from the mitted to continue and complete
University of Waterloo will be that course. He expressed the
recognized as being on a par with hope that the course of studies
the B.A. degree formerly granted could be expanded.
Dr. Axford described the fedby Waterloo College which was
recognized by the Department of eration agreement as one in which
Education, professional societies the College could retain its indiand graduate schools in North viduality and, at the same time,
America and Europe. The Dean contribute to and gain from the
pointed out that these graduate federation. The whole concept on

Visits Campus
a special

convocation

on

Monday morning, February Ist,
the A Capella Choir of Augsburg
College presented a varied musical programme to the members of
Waterloo University College.
Seagram Gymnasium was the
scene and although the acoustics

are far from ideal the numbers

presented were very impressive
to this writer. Included in the
repertoire were five Seventeenth
century numbers ranging from
works by Viandan, Franck and
Bach to a North American Huron
Indian Carol.
Also presented
were two Twentieth century compositions by Gretchaninoff and
the Canadian-born Healey Willan.
The versatility of this choir was
displayed while singing in both
mixed and double choir formation; as well as singing in Latin
and English.
Members of the choir were able
to spend a few hours on the campus meeting Waterloo undergraduates and partaking of a meal
in the dining hall.
Those who arranged for the
choir to come here should be
commended for their efforts in
bringing such an outstanding
group to our campus. It is hoped
that they will return next year.

Chapel Notes
Week of February Bth
Monday, Feb. B—Prof. Fred Little.
Tuesday, Feb. 9
Jerry Foose,
Waterloo Lutheran Seminarian.
Wednesday, Feb. 10
The Rev.
Harvey F. Southcott, Church of
the Holy Saviour.

—

Thursday, Feb.

11

Martin Dolbeer.

Friday, Feb. 12

—

—

—

Chaplain

The Rev. William H. Jones, Glen Acres Baptist Church.

providing residences.
"As we embark on federation,
new courses of studies will have
to be established," Dr. Axford
stated. This will entail greater
expenses. Honour courses, containing small numbers of students, are particularly expensive.
It was hinted that a rise in tuition

fees may be required to help
supplement these costs.

Dr. Axford also discussed the

necessity for an enlarged faculty
and a larger university library.
—Ron Berenbaum.

REV. DR. C. HERGOTT, C.R

Dr. Hartford Addresses
Psychology Club

Augsburg
College Choir
At

and regionally dispersed institutions of higher learning.
Dr. Axford emphasized the
anticipated expansion. "New dormitories are desperately needed,"
he said. "Dormitories are an expensive proposition for a university, but they are an important
part of the student's education."
It was suggested that various
churches might be interested in

The Rev. Dr. Clayton Hergott,
Rev. Dr. David H. Bremer,
speaker.
C.R., has accepted the invitation
to be one of the evening speakers 9:50-10:15 a.m.
Chapel Service
On Tuesday evening, January
during the Religious Emphasis
each day at the Music Hall,
26, the Psychology Club had as POETRY
Waterloo University College,
All students are asked to sub- Week, being sponsored by the
its speaker Dr. James J. Hartford. mit any
Faith
and
Life
the Rev. Dr. David H. Bremer,
Monday
Council,
have
written
poems they
His address was entitled, "This
speaker.
to Tom Ramatarsingh. These through Friday, February 22
Monday and
is Psychiatry".
poems will be printed in the Col- through 26. He comes to the Uni- 7:30-9:00 p.m.
Thursday at the University
versity Campuses through the
lege poetry booklet, "CHIAROThe Doctor is well qualified to SCURO".
Amphitheatre (seating 200).
sponsorship of the Newman Club.
Addresses by a Physicist (Mondiscuss the subject. His backFather Hergott is a graduate of
The poems must be typed,
ground includes five years as a double-spaced.
day) and a Sociologist (ThursPlease include St. Jerome's College, Kitchener;
medical practitioner and five your name, address, and phone received a Master of Arts degree
day), followed by a Panel Discussion.
years of post-graduate work in number at the bottom of your from St. Louis University, St.
psychiatry. Four of these five poem(s). Place them in an en- Louis, Mo., U.S.A.; and completed 7:30 9:00 p.m.
Tuesday and
Wednesday at the Music Hall,
years were spent at the Men- velope with "Poetry" written on his post-graduate work in Rome,
Waterloo University College.
ninger clinic, Kansas, and the the outside, and put them in the Italy, at the Gregorian Pontifical
fifth year was spent at the Austin "R" mailbox in the Arts Building. University. Here he received a
Addresses by a Rabbi (TuesBachelor of Canon Law and DocRiggs Centre, Mass.
day) and Father Hergott on
Wednesday, followed by Panel
torate
of Sacred Theology. He
Dr. Hartford's talk was accurDiscussions.
has taught Philosophy and Reliately geared to the level of his
gious Knowledge at Chicago, 111., The Panel used each evening will
TO
COMMITTEE
audience. It was intensive enough
Mary, Ky., and St. Jerome's, include the two speakers of the
Dr. Lloyd H. Schaus, Dean of St.
to provide new concepts and
day, two faculty members (one
Kitchener.
ideas and it was not so technical Arts at Waterloo University ColBrian Kirkham, chairman of from the University, one from the
that it went over the heads of his lege has been appointed a memWitness Committee, points College) and two students (one
ber of the Dean's Committee of the
listeners.
that
out
the schedule for the week from the University, the other
the Province of Ontario by the
from the College). Although the
is as follows:
Early in his discussion, Dr. Minister of Education.
groups will differ each evening,
Service
Chapel
defined
as
the
8:30
8:55
a.m.
normality
Hartford
The Department of Education
each day at the University the Moderator will be the same
realization of our motivations. He is sponsoring a meeting of this
Amphitheatre (seating 100), the throughout the week.
described "affect" as the pain or committee at the University of
pleasure associated with an idea. Toronto. One of the items on the
further
Dr. Hartford related how re- agenda is consideration of
school
of
a
summer
development
a
fundamental
depression, as
for
teachers
in
programme
which
fense mechanism, is used by
January 15th found the Athen- The Athenaeum Society is preUniversity
College
Waterloo
their
personal
to
solve
children
Society sponsoring its first sently preparing for the dance
aeum
with a
problems. One of the ill effects would participate, along
dance of the New Year. Encour- which promises to be most sucnumber of other Universities in
of repression, he explained, is
aged by this success, we have cessful. Remember this dance is
the Province.
that it required energy which
decided to sponsor a larger, more for you. Be sure to attend. Unsaps the energy used in other
brilliant affair. The dance will fortunately, there has been a lack
and causes THE HEAT IS ON
mental activities
take place on Saturday, February of Engineers at previous AthenIt has come to this reporter's 13th, and will feature the George aeum dances; there is no need to
fatigue.
attention that the Torque Room Kadwell Trio. The theme will be cowed by the Artsmen, reThe Doctor compared the act
staff is required to labour under pertain to Valentine's Day and member they are humans as
of repression to the placing of
intolerable conditions. Since the
entitled "Cupid's Capers'. well.
unwanted objects in a closet. building's heating pipes are lo- will be
When the closet gets too full, it
cated directly beneath the Torque
requires energy to keep it closed.
floor, there is a tendency Club
Room
one
The individual must keep
for the Torque Room to become Newman Club:
hand on the closet door at all uncomfortably over-heated. As a Sunday, February 7th
General
times, and this handicaps him in result, the areas behind the counMeeting.
other activities.
ter becomes extremely uncom- Tuesday, February 9th Tobogganing Party (see mail notices
The Psychology Club, under its fortable. (This, I am told, is an
respect
with
to
for further details).
is
be
understatement
to
president, John Schiel,
N.8.: Friday, February 19th —A
commended for bringing to this the actual conditions.)
NEWMAN BALL will be held
In an institution flourishing
campus, a speaker of Dr. Hartin the Crystal Ballroom of the
PAGE
ford's calibre. It is to be hoped with engineers and technicians,
Walper
Hotel, Kitchener. The
subject
this
situation
should
be
that the program of this club will
dance will be SEMI-FORMAL.
to correction.
be continued, if not expanded.
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—
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Editorial...

Letters To

COMPULSORY VOTING???
a
recent
In
issue of our local newspaper I read an
article asking for a compulsory vote for Canada. This came
as a shock to me. It appears that only 30% of our population
considers it worthwhile or important to take an active part

in determining who will represent them in parliament.
Many Canadians do not realize the importance of a free
vote. If they had seen dictatorship at work they would per-

haps realize that by not exercising their duty and privilege
of a free and secret vote, they are not only allowing their
country to sit on the brink of destruction, but also opening
the "gates" to vice and corruption.
Why are we facing the threat of a compulsory vote?
Why are Canadian citizens not demanding their voices to be
heard through their elected representatives? The answer
appears to be IGNORANCE! In a survey conducted by myself in the latter part of last year, only 10% of the adults
questioned knew which was Canada's largest city. About 8%
knew (within a million) the correct population of Canada.
Only 1% knew who Canada's first Prime Minister was. I
wonder how many people know the date of Canada's centennial as a self-governing nation. The above figures of my
survey are by no means official or without fault. However
I am sure that if you'd conduct a similar survey you would
be amazed at the ignorance of mature Canadian citizens
about their own country.
Why are people so ignorant about these vital ingredients
of freedom? It seems to me that our educational system is
the key to the problem. During the eight years of elementary
education only ONE year (usually grade seven) is used for
the study of Canadian History and Geography. Children leave
our public schools with a profound knowledge of our U.S.
neighbours and their history and geography, but with a
minute understanding of the Dominion of Canada. Many of
these pupils have never seen Brock's monument at Queenston
Heights. Many more do not even know the heroic deeds of
this famous military man.
The student of high-school history is allowed to spend
one year on Canadian History (usually grade ten). Many of
Canada's young people never reach this stage of academic
achievement. Those who do soon forget the facts they have
learned.
Many of the teachers of Canadian History are of inferior
quality. These teachers spend three or four years at some
college or university where the study of Canadian History is
NOT a requirement for graduation. At our Waterloo University College History 31 or Canadian History is recommended
but NOT REQUIRED. Many students, not presently thinking
of teaching History, will perhaps do so because of the shortage
of Canadian teachers.
Isn't it a shame that these young teachers will pass on
to the future citizens of Canada, an inferior knowledge of
their own nation?
The solution to our appalling lack of interest in Canadian
politics seems to be an all out effort by both teachers and
students to acquaint themselves with a deeper knowledge of
Canadian History and Politics. The students should realize
the importance of this knowledge. The faculty could start us
on our way by making CANADIAN HISTORY an absolute
REQUIREMENT for graduation.
Beaver Canuck.
column
Note:
The
editorial
will periodically feature
Editor's
"guest editorials". Any person who is inclined to differ or comment
on the articles appearing herein is asked to write a reply. The reply
will be featured as an editorial in the following issue of the paper.

TheCordWeekly

The Editor

Dear Sir:
It has been brought to my attention that one publication of
the Cord Weekly costs the students of the University of Waterloo approximately two-hundred
dollars. I am appalled to think
that the publication staff would
allow one quarter of a page to be
donated, free of charge, to a self-styled "bridge expert" who is
apparently interested not in furthering us with good bridge tips
but is merely interested in sounding his own bugle at our expense.
The pronouns my, me and I
were used a mere thirty-three
times in this modest exercise on
free self-advertisement. It was
a masterpiece in this sense but an
utter fiasco as far as the game of
bridge was concerned.
If Waterloo's answer to Charles
Goren wants to advertise his
cleverness in the future, I would
I hear that the Liberal members of the Political Club suggest he pay for his space like
have formed an off-the-campus organization. Tsk, tsk, "Honest Sams" or any of the
other legitimate advertisers. I
Liberals. There is no need to hide, is there?
also
realize that our "bridge geNotice to all skiers: the skiing along Albert Street is
nius" will use this opportunity
excellent.
to obtain more free ink for himThe Psychology Club wishes to announce that the com- self but he can rest assured that
mittee chairman has been psychoanalyzed and declared sane. any future letters in reply to this
one will go unanswered. If our
You need no longer avoid him and his typewriter.
Delta
has
been
run
Pi
The Phi
asked to
the Frosh Princess expert wants so badly to get his
contest. I guess the Campus Queen idea must have been name and his brilliance into the
Weekly I would suggest that he
"0.X." after all.
hire a good public relations man
I hear talk of a possible TW.I.R.P. day (or days) coming who I am sure would be much
up. I bet many people will get a big kick out of this.
more subtle in his approach.
Why can't we play bridge in the common rooms? It is
Yours truly,
"Unimpressed"
a refreshing game between classes.

CO-ED CORNER

PHI DELTA PI
Phi Delta Pi pins should be
here by Monday. There are additional pins available for sophomores, juniors, or seniors to purchase ($1.50). If you wish to have
a pin, please contact Dale Perrin.
Plan now, ladies, to attend the
Spring Tea, March 29th. It might
be a good idea if you notify your
mothers regarding this date so
they will plan to attend. This will
be a good opportunity for you to
introduce your mother to faculty
members, and your friends.
You certainly won't want to
miss buying fudge at the Fudge
Sale on Thursday, February 25th.
If you don't like fudge you could
always buy it as a belated Valentine's gift for your ex-boy friend,
or what is even more practical—■
keep it for Twirp day. It would
be an excellent way for the boys
to get rid of the hoards of girls
chasing them or—girls, it is guaranteed to put your favourite guy
out of commission for that day.
Actually, the fudge shouldn't be
that bad—after all the practice
we had before the last sale. We
hope to give a bursary with the
profits of the sale. Therefore, it is
a worthy cause so—-"Suffer, but

clammy starfish in the beds of
(Editor's Note: I believe the
article to which you refer was
unsuspecting neighbours.
merely a written description of a
A latent talent was revealed personal
experience. The frequent
when a new downstairs occupant use of personal pronouns seems
to be justified in this case. Your
began strumming on a ukelele.
One room's purchase of break- letter seems to be an attack on
the ego of the person who wrote
fast cereal is guided, not by the
the article. I suggest that you
attractiveness of the box or the talk to him personally about your
nourishing qualities of its con- "considered opinion".)
tents, but by the free bonus. That Dear Sir,
really was a dandy bubble-pipe !
I would like to ask some quesSeveral residents, sophs and
to my atfrosh alike, actually seem to pre- tions which have come
tention owing to activities around
fer the company of engineers!
the college in the past few weeks.
Now that one economy-minded
don't know if you can answer
I
resident has lost a tooth, she emthese questions, but perhaps by
her
ploys
toothbrush to scrub her
printing them, answers will evencomb. No need to waste a pertually be provided.
fectly good toothbrush!
Are the Sword and the Rapier
In one vocabulary at least, the
bitter enemies? It seems
really
extremely expressive "Cha-chaby far
cha" rendered in various tones to me that the Sword is
7)ut
more
of
the
two
the
brilliant
all
has replaced
commonplace
?
really
how
did
this
feud
start
greetings and exclamations.
marry
ever
Andy
Spowart
Will
A senior on the lower floor has
hallucinations that a herd of el- Jean or will the two continue in
ephants passes her door daily at their present state of happily unwedded bliss? What will become
an early hour.
Then there is the sophomore of young Andy?
Is Mike Bolger really married?
who has the habit of drying on
newspapers in the front hall before venturing into the dorm.

Some young co-eds have been
wondering.

Has Pete Kalbfleisch really
Another sop's "scum-phobia"
was recently relieved by a hasty have a crush on one of his professors? Doesn't he see that it
Published by the Undergraduate students of the University of Waterloo and
tubbing.
Waterloo University College, at the Board of Publications. Room 105, Willison CUES FROM CONRAD
One frosh believes that a box is a hopeless cause?
Hall, Waterloo University College. Phone SH. 4-8471. The opinions expressed are
those of the editorial and publication staff, and are not official opinions of the
Are Grant MacGregor and Ken
During the few months that we of "Ritzies" contains the same
Students' Council, or the Administration, unless otherwise stated.
have been residing in Conrad food value as a full course meal Varley really angry young men?
Editor: HAROLD BREWER
Managing Editor: MIKE WHITEHEAD Sports Editor: GLEN LUDWIG
Hall, various endearing idiosyn- and proves her theory by con- If so, why do they sell those
Sports Columnist: MERRYLL GRAHAM
Business Manager: TOM FREURE
Friday
crasies of our fellow residents suming quantities of biscuits papers in the hotels every
Advertising Mgr.: RON BERENBAUM Women's Editor: DALE PERRIN
Circulation: HANS HELDRING
night?
have
become
gradually
apparent. daily.
Typists: VIRGINIA LEON, CAROLYN JOHNSON.
Will Ross Reucassel ever realize
The following enumeration is but
It is hoped that this list in its
a mere sample of the numerous future completed form, will be of that money won't buy the ToronMaple Leafs a place in the
Hertz Renr-A-Car peculiarities displayed by our es- valuable assistance to all the cri- to
N.H.L.
play-offs?
tically minded on campus who
teemed roommates.
73 Frederick St.
If you could help'me get the
One freshette has a tendency chose their acquaintances with
KITCHENER
answers to any of these questions,
to plant slightly dead, extremely discretion.

WHITE ROSE
IM

SH. 3-1407

188 KING ST. N.
(Opposite Bricker)

Music

Now Open
Under New

Patronize
Your Nearest
Sports Goods Dealer

Management

Less 20% to Students

Hours: 8 A.M.

-

1 1 P.M.

Family Style Sunday

0/v. Dorse/it

Dinner

Cor. King and Young Sts.

12 Noon

-

7 P.M.

I would be very grateful.

SH. 2-5041

WATERLOO

-

-

News

Paul Sullivan

Sports

CKKW
RADIO

Dial

1320

Courtesy

Harold J. McDermott
BARBER
73 King N.

WATERLOO

Swan Cleaners
Limited

FOR THE FINEST IN
DRY CLEANING
AND
SHIRT LAUNDERING

239 King St. N.
Waterloo

'ELIZABETH'S
i

RESTAURANT

Where the
College Crowd
Meet to Eat

-

38 King St. N.
Waterloo
(Across from the Post Office)
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SHARE!
SHARE

- ... SHARE

SO SHARE IT!!

YOU CAN SPARE IT

The Delhi WUS Health Centre,

com-

Crowded student living

conditions

—

pleted in 1956, provides medical assistance one of the chief concerns of WUS in Hong
for the 13,000 students at the University. Kong. (Photo by V. Bucher.)
(Photo by

V. Bucher.)

SHARE

A student patient in the BandungHealth

Textbooks and lecture notes prepared

Centre, Indonesia. WUS has furnished by the WUS mimeographing projects at
medicaments and equipment in the past, Punjab University, Pakistan.
and an X-ray apparatus to Bandung in
1958.

Canadian WUS Programme
Examples of the many WUS 1) Material Aid to students and
mutual assistance projects are:
faculty and universities in
need of assistance in the areas
—It supports the 3-point programme of WUS by:
of:
1) conducting fund-raising cama) health
b) lodging and living
paigns on university campi to
c) educational equipment
support WUS projects of mud) refugee and disaster aid
tual assistance. The target for
Canada's annual contribution 2) International Education

is usually $20,000.
2) holding an annual Summer
Seminar and Study Tours,

through which selected Canadian faculty and students travel and confer in other lands.
Seminars have been held in
France, Germany, the Netherlands, India, Japan, Ghana,
Yugoslavia, and the West Indies, and approximately 560
Canadians have met with an
equal number of their fellows
from other lands.
3) administering a Scholarship

it and the civilization which the
universities of the world have
helped to build.
YOU CAN GIVE; AND IN
through seminars, conferences,
GIVING YOU RECEIVE THAT
study programmes, and scholOF WHICH YOU HAVE
arships
What does it do for Me?
MOST NEED.
If there is any realm in which
For further information about
the peoples of the world should WUS projects, or for donations,
be able to meet on common please write to:
ground, free from intolerance and
World University Service of
suspicion, it is that of academic
Canada,
and intellectual life. Here, the
22 Willcocks Street, Toronto 5,
search for truth and knowledge
Ontario.
is the driving force for a world
All donations are tax-exempt,
community, of every colour and and may be general or earmarked
creed.
for a specific project.

Summer

Courses Abroad, low-

priced study plans encouraging Canadians to learn at first
hand of the languages and cultures of other lands.
6) conducting Treasure Van, an
educational display sale of

-

lands.
Proceeds from the sales, held
at universities and colleges,
and other educational institutions and conferences across
Canada, assist the work of
WUS.
What Is Its Programme?
—Its programme is a 3-point one,
aims of which are international
understanding and co-operation
in the university world:
handicrafts

.

of

many

FEBRUARY 9-10

—

Yet within this community
which there is great need. In some are-

Programme, through
about 15 students from abroad
come to Canadian universities
annually, and approximately 8
Canadians study abroad. Considerable scholarship aid has
been given to refugee students,
assisting whom is a special
WUS project.
4 handling reception arrangements for overseas scholars of
the Canada Council, at the
Council's request, in order to
introduce them to Canadian
university life.
5) initiating in 1959 a series of

SHARE!

national co-operation for mutual
growth. It is a challenge to which
the universities of Canada dare
not remain aloof or indifferent,
for on its success depends the
future of the world as we know

What Is WUS?

MAIN LOBBY
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL WUS!
WUS 1959-1960
The following are among the
projects which will be supported
by WUS internationally during
the forthcoming year:
Student Lodging and Living
assistance for specific projects in

as, the need is for food, medicines,
living accommodation; in others,
books and equipment for the —WUS is an international university organization, operating in Greece (Athens Hotel and Salonclassroom; in still others, a sense
44 countries throughout the ika Student Centre), Nepal(Kathof belonging to the larger world,
mandu Hostel), and Pakistan
for an end to isolationist thought.
World
WUS believes that
—WUS has no specific member- (hostels in Karachi, Sind, and
ship, but invites support of all Rajshahi), and to a number of
THERE IS NONE SO POOR
members and graduates of the cooperative student centres and
THAT HE HAS NOTHING
common-room projects in India,
NONE
TO GIVE, AND
SO
academic community
—WUS is free of racial, national, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, and
RICH THAT HE HAS NOTHreligious and political partisan- Vietnam.
ING TO RECEIVE.
Student Health
medicaments
ship
Asia, the Middle East, and Afand medical equipment, including
rica need help in their fight —WUS is governed by an Executive Committee of professors X-ray apparatus in certain cases,
against poverty, disease, ignorand
and
students elected annually will be provided for students in
despair. WUS believes
ance
that the most powerful weapon
at the General Assembly, de- Egypt, Greece, Hong Kong, Lebcisions of which are implemen- anon, India (Allahabad, Hyderagainst these evils is educated
ted by the Secretariat in Gen- abad, Madras, Saugar, Utkal), Inleadership. By giving of our madonesia (Bandung, Djakarta, Jogthe
West
are
eva
terial wealth, we in
able to help others to help them- —WUS is sponsored by four in- jakarta, Kaliurang), Japan, Korternational university organi- ea, Pakistan, Vietnam, and Yugoselves; and in so doing we create
zations:
slavia. Special assistance will be
security for them, and for the
given to WUS student sanatoria
Christian
World
Student
world.
and health centres in France
Federation
On the other hand, we in the
(Combloux), India (Hyderabad,
Pax Romana
West need a sharpened awareness
Madras, Utkal, Visvahharati), Jaof the cultures and problems of
World Union of Jewish
pan (Fukuoka), and Thailand
Students
other lands. The universities of
International Association of (Bangkok).
Canada, isolated as they are from
Individual and Emergency Aid
University Professors and
each other and from the outside
of the WUS pro—expansion
Lecturers
world, can grow in strength and
wisdom from learning about and —WUS .has Consultative Status gramme of scholarship and mawith UNESCO and UN special terial assistance for Algerian stuhelping others. The challenge of
dents in Europe and North Africa;
agencies.
our time is the challenge of inter-

—

—

-

emergency relief for refugee stu-

dents in Hong Kong and continuation of aid to Hungarian student refugees; support for the
African Medical Scholarships
Trust Fund; loan and individual
aid programmes for students in

East Africa, Greece, Korea, India,
Pakistan, and Vietnam; participation on an international and
national level in the United Nations World Refugee Year programmes.

—

Educational Activities Facilities
in Africa, WUS will, sponsor a
Workshop Conference on "The
University's Role in Community
Development" in Sierra Leone,
and international work camps in
Ghana. Books, Journals, typewriters, printing and educational
material, and equipment will be
made available to university communities in Africa, Asia, and Europe, and special aid will be extended to cooperative book and
stationery stores, mimeographing
or printing projects, and libraries.
WUS will also continue its study
and research activities which will
include the Unesco supported stu-

dy on the "University Today—lts
Role and Place in Society", and
studies on student lodging and
living conditions, student health
services, and economic factors
affecting access to the university.

Tuesday & Wednesday February 9-10
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BRIDGE

By

Neither side vulnerable.

lead

Opening

(S -X) (King

of

spades)

BIDDING

c
•ass

1 H
Pass

Double

'ass

3D
6D
Pass

4 H
Pass
Pass

Here is a hand that is very interesting for a number of reasons.
The bidding, especially by South
deserves comment. North, who
was the dealer, decided to open
with a bid of one club, although
as we can see his point count in
high cards is only nine. But because of the value of two singletons (four points) and the length
of his club suit, besides the asset
of not being vulnerable, he decided to scrape up a bid. East, who
held a very good hand and a solid
heart suit overcalled with one
heart. South, with his distribu-

tional values jumped to three
diamonds, which is highly recommended by this writer. The reason I approve of Souths three
diamond jump bid is because it
not only tells his partner that he
has a long diamond suit, but at
the same time disrupts com-

February 5, 1960

MORLEY ROSENBERG

the game jumped right to game
in hearts! This four heart bid is
also approved by myself because
it is a "shut-up bid" to my partner, although West might have
mentioned his spade suit holding
while still at the three level of
bidding. North passed as did
East. Then South, decided that
East and West can make four
hearts (which is true) and was
going to sacrifice at five diamonds.
But for some unknown reason besides being a gambler at heart,
South bid six diamonds!' West
passed as did North but East
doubled. He shouldn't have, even
though he held two aces. The
general rule is not to double
slams unless you are calling for
a lead. And especially after the
irregular bidding, East should
have smelled a rat!!!
Of course by now West was
completely confused on what to
lead. Normally he would have led
his partner's suit (hearts). The
double by East normally calls for
a lead of first bid suit of dummy
(clubs). And then of course
East's double might mean a lead
of the unbid suit (spades). West
decided that it was the last of
the alternatives and led the King
of spades.
South then made
seven diamonds! Even if West
had led a heart, six diamonds is
still a laydown if the clubs and
diamonds split (which they do).
The point of the hand is that
East and West have more points

The following telegram was received recently by the Sports Department of the Cord Weekly and
it is published in order that all may know of the fame of one of our undergraduates.

VOX LIBRORUM
Are you looking for a list of
scholarships and bursaries for
post-graduate work or a summary
of the rise and fall in the cost-ofliving index? Do you need material for an essay on iron ore in
Labrador or the financing of hydro in Ontario? Do you want to
know more about the status of

rent as well as historical matter books, and documents are chosen
for every college subject. They to meet both present and future
are especially helpful in the fields needs. This point is important
of business and economics, geography, law, science and techno-

logy, sociology, history and political science. For example, the
Bureau of Statistics, which is by
far the most prolific publisher
munications between East and than North and South, but North the Canadian Indian or the ad- among the government departand South bid and made a small mission of refugees- Are you in- ments, has as its purpose the colWest.
terested in opportunities for work lecting and publishing of statisWest, who was an old pro at slam on the diamonds.

with the Defence Research Board
or mental health clinics?
Information on these and many
other topics can be found in Canadian government publications,
which are as varied in form as in
subject matter. They include periodicals, books and pamphlets,
and range in length from a leaflet
Dale Perrin
to hundreds of pages. They conThose of you who were here been asked by Mr. Sinbad Brittle tain many tables and graphs,
last year might remember a to analyze this handwriting for maps, pictures and other illustracolumn of this name. Don't panic.
this issue of the Cord Weekly. tions not found elsewhere. Some
This will be my one and only conpublications, such as the annual
So
here you are, Mr. Brittle
tribution for this year. I have
report of the Director of Investigation and Research, Combines
Investigation Act, give factual
By

the

Stroke

Of

Your

Pen

.

.

summaries of the business of the
government. Others report on research done by government agencies: in this group are the detailed
papers of the Mines and Geographical Branches or recent studies by the Department of Labour
on topics of significance to every

Canadian;

-

labour management

women in the labour
I might venture to say in con- cooperation,
This is a character who is
force, insurance plans, the supply
a
"lone
clusion
fellow
is
that
this
emotionally unexpressive, a real
and demand of technical and propoker-face, cool, calm, calculat- wolf", reticent, timid, and somemanpower.
fessional
what
misunderstood.
ing, aloof, and self-interested.

Whatever the size and the purA lot more could be said, espe- pose of government publications,
in deliberation, after considerable cially concerning talents, but this all are authoritative and objecthought, and seldom, if ever, on will serve as a general, overall
tive, and furnish a store of curimpulse. He is extremely prac- picture of the character.
tical and conservative, and makes
in case you
Before I close
decisions on a rational rather
than an emotional basis. Intelli- have misunderstood my opening
gent? Yes. He has a keen, remarks, this writing is not
170 King St. North
alert, analytical mind and sub- necessarily the writing of Sinbad
so don't say "I told
jects almost everything to care- Brittle
WATERLOO
you so".
ful analysis.
Whatever this fellow does is done
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Sweeney's Grocery

...

THE BARN

BLAYNEY PHARMACY

TOM'S BP SERVICE

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE
Your Closest Drug Store

Erb and Regina Sts.
SH. 3-3990
Waterloo

SH. 2-2672

Member N.A.L.

RESTAURANT
299 King St. West
KITCHENER

tical information on Canada's economic and social activities, including agriculture, manufactur-

ing,

transportation,

population,

education, health and welfare, labour, trade and public finance. In
contrast to the Bureau's minute
data, the publications of the Department of External Affairs turn
attention to world-wide problems
and Canada's relation to them—
disarmament, the United Nations,
NATO, the Colombo Plan, GATT,
radioactivity. In appeal to the
love of travel and adventure, the
Department of Northern Affairs
and Natural Resources probably

because the stock is sometimes
quickly exhausted: Robert M.
Clark's two-volume work on
"Economic Security for the Aged
in the United States and Canada,"
which appeared last March, was
out of print by October. By ordering in this way, the Library
obtains new publications very
quickly. The Air Force's "5 BX
Plan for Physical Fitness" was
actually available here before it
was reviewed in the newspapers,
and the Report of the Royal
Commission on Price Spreads of
Food Products just after the press
announcement.

Government publications, like
other library materials, need an
orderly arrangement if they are
to be useful. Students in the
upper reading-room

during the

first term watched the gradual
filling of the tall bookcases around
the front windows with black
boxes. In these boxes, the government documents, after being assigned classification numbers, are
kept as a separate collection for
convenient access. A catalogue is
is in preparation that will show
the complete holdings under both
author and subject cards.
Guy R. Lyle, in his "Administration of the College Library,"
gives as the first requisite of an
academic library "a live, growing
collection."
The Government
Documents in our Library certainly meet this requirement, and
provide excellent source materials
for the student of today and to-

takes first place with its descriptions of Canada's historic sites,
water and forest resources, and
particularly the Arctic. It has
even begun a new Eskimo magazine called Inuktitun.
Recognizing that Canadian
government documents are of
great reference value to both
faculty and students, the Library
is following a policy of systematic
acquisition. In addition to being
on the permanent mailing list for
regular publications, the Checklist received daily from the
Queen's Printer is scanned as
carefully as publishers' lists of morrow

"MIXED MARRIAGES"
Should Protestants Marry Roman Catholics?
(b) Should United Church Members Marry Into Other
Denominations?
(a)

(c) How To Make A Mixed Marriage Work?

Sermon-lecture by Rev. R. D. Horsburgh

Cvp
—

72 King South
Waterloo
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JESSOP & WHALEY
CLEANERS

28 Bridgeport Rd.
79 King St. S.

It pays to walk an extra
block
for

—

a "Delicious Meal"

—

■

Waterloo

Pants are My Business
Pantabulous Prices!

Shirt Launderers

—

HONEST SAM'S

King St. North

WATERLOO

Barb's Restaurant

41 Ontario St. N.

The Place for Good Food

KITCHENER

323 King St. W.
Opposite the Biltmore
Kitchener

1 HOUR SERVICE

—

FIRST UNITED CHURCH - WATERLOO
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 7 - 7.30 P.M.
FIRESIDE EXTRAORDINARY featuring lan Fraser
Outstanding Concert Pianist

A FRIENDLY WELCOME TO ALL STUDENTS
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ENGINEWS
Editorial..

.

Several weeks ago the University Administration sent a
bill to the University Students' Council. It seems that someone had removed the board-walks leading to the Chemistry
building and placed them in another location. Naturally the
University maintenance staff moved the board-walks back to
their proper place the next morning. Thus, the Council received a bill for the labour. The Administration had, of
course, assumed that the aforementioned incident had been
a student prank. Why? Nobody had seen the guilty party
or parties! The evidence consisted of a couple of footprints
in the mud which seemed to indicate that the animal was a
biped. This naturally made it a student.
A few months prior to this the silverware in the cafeteria
disappeared. The results were several interesting sights
among which was the one of people buttering their toast
with their fingers. That same morning the University, Engineering and Arts Councils were told that if the silver was
not back by noon, the Administration would take the money
for the missing goods out of the student reserve fund. The
cost might have amounted to over $1,000. Again, at the
drop of a hat, and without any investigation as to who had
done it, the students were to be charged with the damage.
Unfortunately, the next day it was revealed as a student

Engineering
Society
Meeting
The first topic on the agenda

was a report by the president on
the Quarterly Inter-Quarter Executive meeting. At this meeting
it was decided that in the future
when the Engineering Society
Store was operated on the day of
registration, the proceeds obtain-

ed would go to the quarter registering. All financial matters were
settled and no outstanding debts
existed between quarters.
A report on the Initiation Dance
indicated that a total profit of
$40.55 was acquired on admission

and refreshments. The initiations
went well but it was suggested
that next year a plan be drawn
up to prevent confusion.
The next item of business was
the problem of the missing NFCUS cards. Apparently representatives at the Waterloo University
College received a surplus in excess of 200 cards, which was to be
prank.
distributed among the EngineerTwo weeks earlier, a car was towed to the other side of ing Society of the University of
Kitchener because it had been parked across a board-walk. Waterloo. However, every last
The owner was neither consulted nor asked to move the car. card was stamped "Waterloo
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SWASTIKAS
AROUND THE WORLD
"Hakenkreuz Fahnen!
Schwarz, Weiss, und Rot!"
The spreading rash of Swastikas is more than the signs of a
religious or racial prejudice, it is
a mark, or a symbol, of the sickness of the contemporary world.
It is now one more manifestation
of the lack of purpose in life, the
same as the 'beatniks' and the
other oddballs of society. For
some of those who are depressed
with the senseless dreariness of
their lives, the image of Germany
1933-45 presents a contrast, with
the fun and glamour of uniforms,

-

marching, torch light parades,
mass-meetings, and the other paraphenalia of the Nazi State. It
appears to have a sense, a purpose
to life, a somewhere to go and a
something to strive for. The problems of what to do in life had

been solved, 'Der Fuhrer' was

there to guide the destiny of the
nation through history, and with
you marched thousands of others
who willingly surrendered their
freedom to make their own choice
in life, and accepted the 'leadership' of one man. And when the
marching in circles in your own
back-yard became tiring, there
"was always someone else's backyard to march in, from France to
Russia, from Africa to Lappland.
The Nazis gave a meaning to life
University"—most as- and placed a valuation on it,
It was revealed, upon investigation, that one of the workmen Lutherana mistake.
It was moved rather than letting the individual
suredly
had moved the car by means of the starter. In this case, the that these misprinted cards be find his own meaning for life,
University graciously offered to pay the towing charges.
used temporarily until new cards and place his own valuation on it.
there are those who
These events point to a general pattern which is not can be obtained. Motion Carried. To-day the
Swastika again, as
chalk up
that
in
suggested
It
was
future
only observed at the University but also in industry, governsociety, in order to
a
to
challenge
the
Enyears the University or
ment and in the home. People are willing to blame the gineering
Society should print its 1express their defiance of the modnearest scapegoat without due justification.
own cards. All agreed, but it was ern world. "You have failed me,"
Waterarrives
out that this was im- they say, "you have not given me
in
pointed
case:
The
Mad
Bomber
hypothetical
A
any purpose in life, any reason
loo, plants a bomb under the Arts Building and blows away practical this year as the NFCUS for my existance!" In one respect
been paid for.
already
cards
have
a sizeable portion of it. Naturally, the Engineering Society
this could be measured as a mark
Next, several vacant positions of confidence in
is immediately charged with the damages. Next, the Bomber
our society, that
filexecutive
were
in the society
blows away half of the Administration wing of the Mathe- led. Herb Alexander resigned as we are still free enough that the
matics and Physics Building (we have thought of it). Of vice-president and this position choice of a man's life is still his,
not the whimsical decision
course, the Arts Council is requested to donate some Canadian was offered to and accepted by and
of some Fuhrer. It is, for those
in
runner-up
his
the
election
John
currency to the cause; (pay up or else).
who paint the swastikas, an adMakarchuk. Bill Boyd was ap- mission of defeat, that they canWe sincerely hope that in the future more consideration pointed
to the position of Year
is given to the problem of finding the guilty party, rather, Book Representative, and Ross not face the responsibility in life
of finding some reason for living.
than automatically blaming the students. We might also Clark was appointed as Director
They expect someone to show the
suggest that the Student Councils be allowed to launch an of Publicity and Publications.
way, someone to 'lead' them,
It was announced that the new
investigation into a matter before any accusations are made.
University colours are Black,
Jack Kruuv,
White, and Gold. It should be
Editor of Enginews.
noted here that the Engineering
Faculty colours remain Grey and

someone who will relieve them of
the responsibility of planning
their lives.
This is the symbol of those who

rebel against society, those who
are angry with the modern world
for having given them freedom.
It is distressing though, because
it is a ninilistic attitude, without
any attempt to formulate something new and better. They are
disgusted with society, and so
they would destroy it, but in its
place they have nothing to offer,
no brighter world for to-morrow,
no improvement on man's lot of
to-day. It is one thing to destroy
a building in order to erect a
better one in its place, it is another thing though to destroy a
building so that no one can use
it, and have nothing to replace
it with. This is what our Swastika daubers wish to do, destroy
without rebuilding.
It is not an isolated feeling,
affecting only a few individuals
and leaving the majority of society unmoved. As an example of
the widespread popularity of this
feeling for destruction, I can give
you the film, "The Blue Angel."
Here is a film that in its revival

recently attained wide popularity,
drawing large audiences where-

ever it was shown. And yet this
film is virtually a tour dc force
of sustained sadism. Its schoolboys might be Hitlerjugend in
their heartless persecution of the
professor, the professor himself a
symbol of the old authority that
had to be destroyed to make way
for the new. The revival allowed
the Professor to re-establish himself in life, the original film showed him driven to death- by the
demoniacal

persecution

of

his

students. The original film was
made in Germany in the year
1930, and in it can be seen the
forces that only three years later
were to sweep Hitler into power.
Now, thirty years later, what can
be said of our society with its
beatniks
afraid of life and
its meaning, with its fascination
for the barbaric and sadistic, with
its crudely painted Swastikas on

...

temple walls?
THEODORE A.

RUSHTON

UNCLE

To My Pal Jerry
I just thought that I'd drop you
a few lines, and tell you about
our class party last week. I'm
sure you would have enjoyed it
immensely, for it was a quiet,
friendly gathering of 30 or 40
students from 1A and lAs, in the
Pennsylvania Room of the Olde
Heidelberg House. The main purpose of this assembly was to become better acquainted with our
fellow students and with our professors in a more relaxed social
atmosphere than is available in
school. There was a great round
of activities going on: several
card games, two or three cribbage
boards in operation, and even a
this
few Chess (not chest
was a stag) players in action.
There was an abundance of liquid
refreshments available and all the
water (flavoured with malted

.

..

barley, hops, etc.) that you could
drink. An aroma of expensive
cigar smoke (Old Ports, I believe)
soon perfumed the atmosphere of
the room, creating an effect usual■ly found only in the most expensive and exclusive night-clubs of
the big cities.
I left rather early, at about
10:30 or so (although my body
wasn't carried out of there until
about midnight), so I can't tell
you much of what went on. This

was even before the feature en-

tertainment of the evening, two
memorable films from the silent
movie days, came on. One of
these films is really worth mentioning; it was more or less of a
travelogue, featuring Naval power mainly, and filmed almost entirely near Brest. It was actually
quite thorough in its presentation
and about the only thing that

wasn't shown was an actual tor-

pedo attack.
At 11:00 p.m. lunch of Sauerkraut, pigtails and fried potatoes,
was served. At that time so they
tell me, I was playing Chess with
one of the professors, and as I
kept on capturing his men, he
kept on taking all my fried potatoes. He claims that I won. I
suppose that I shall have to take
his word for it because I couldn't
see the board by then. I took a
lot of pictures, but they were all
of people who said they'd fail me
if I printed them in this paper,
so I can't show you any of those.
Wher. the time came to leave I
was ?oing to go home in Don's
taxi, but George had rather
frowned on the idea of taking his
wheelbarrow out to Heidelberg,
so I came home with another
friend :n his car.
The next day was one of those
days that shall long live in my
memory. My stomach was per-

Gold.

might melt the ice.
This paragraph shall be devoted
to beef. The best prime rib is
from the math dept. While passing a group of senior engineering
physics students, Mister Schaffer
The local bridge club consisting was heard to say to Mr. Troughof the two chief shin kickers ton that they should walk by
Nobleman and Alphonso Kidnew these students and allow them to
desires two new and regular part- say hello.
Favorite expression of Mrs.
ners for the winter and summer
terms. It seems as though the last Rogers is "Tchok" with a few

LENNIE'S
CORNER

The possibility of having a dinner for class representatives who
attend 80% of the meetings was
mentioned. This subject is to be
brought up at a later date.
A brief discussion was held on
having a faculty advisor attend
Society meetings. There were no two partners have both failed out. added whistles. This sound has
objections. It was also suggested Incidentally Alphonso has decid- to be heard; it can not be spelled.
that we invite the Science stu- ed not to wear his hob nail boots.
I wish to complain about the
dents to send representatives to
After observing the fall term in poor quality exam paper we write
these meetings although they will
on. It's like trying to
action I must say that I am con- exams
not have a vote. The main pursiderably unimpressed. These write on toilet paper especially
pose in this suggestion is merely
boys didn't appear to have time with a fountain pen.
to acquaint them with the meetA while back Marty Kaine atto put out their own paper, their
ing procedures and to encourage
to bring Mother Goose
tempted
initiations seemed juvenile, even
them to initiate the formation of
the profs seemed different. The up to date. Here is a modern verthe Science Society.
whole attitude seemed to indicate sion of one of these rhymes:
Meeting Adjourned.
"Mary had a little watch
that university was a place to get
She swallowed it one day
H. R. JOHNSON an education. This will never do.
And now she takes epsom salts
The cities of Waterloo and
haps a bit upset (I thought I
To pass the time away".
was dying!), but the world itself Kitchener for the benefit of those
UNCLE LEONARD
was beautiful—everything a gen- that don't already know, have the
teams
tle soft glow of red. As the day two worst snow clearing
wore on though, this red aura in history. Walking on the sideTHE
that had hung over the world walks places one in danger of
CIGAR STORE
began to fade, and life once again fractured arms and legs. You
Billiards
Sporting Goods
drive
the
up
main drag
began to appear in a more normal can't
50 King St. S.
perspective. I think I set some without sliding from sidewalk to
Waterloo
SH. 5-9272
kind of a record for coffee drink- sidewalk; the whole thing reveals
ing that day, 12 cups of black that it would be easier to drive
muck in all. But really, it was up mount Everest with a flat tire
a jolly good time and you would after a blizzard than walk from
ROOMS
have_ enjoyed yourself immensely Albert and Dearborne to the PhyRunning Water
had you been there. I know I sics Building. Why is this? Well,
Private Bath
the whole thing stems from the
did!
HOTEL
WATERLOO
Your Waterloo Pal, motto of the PUC "thou canst
CIRCUS ROOM
Al. expectorate on the streets"; it

HUB

-
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Mules Hockey GIRLS'
F. R. Broadfoot
The Waterloo Mules let up long

enough in the third period to drop
an exhibition game to a hardchecking, spirited group from
Christ The King College on
Thursday night, January 29th. Ineffective checking, lack of legs
and shaky goal tending in the
third period led to the team's

downfall.
It would not take

ATHLETICS
On the girls' athletic scene, the
only action in the past week has
been the home and home basketball series with O.A.C. In both

these contests Waterloo came out
short end of the score, and
also on the short end of the refereeing, as the Waterloo members
were tackled, fielded, sat on, and
on the

generally mauled under the
hockey watchful eye of the "officer-inanalyst to discover that part of charge". (It is suggested that the
the team's problems could be next time "basketball" referees
solved if the whole team showed cannot be obtained, those of rugthe spark and the life that a few by calibre should not be substituof the "diggers"
demonstrate ted.)
game after game. I heard a fan
But, far from placing the blame
remark, in referring to one of of the whole mess on the refereea

more obvious slackers, that all
coach Rafferty needed now was
an alarm clock. On the other
hand, the club has its workers and

ing, there seems to be a very ob-

most noticeable Thursday
night was Gary Brown who takes
his hockey seriously and plays
like he would like to win once
in a while. Brown received a deep
cut on the inside of his mouth

lack of action and basketball
"know-how" on the part of the

the

vious

lack

of

enthusiasm and

ability on the part of the coaching
staff and stemming from this, a

players.

However, if the team buckles
down to some serious "you-takeit-I-don't-want-it-I've-just-had- a
for his efforts but he was still
manicure" basketball, it should
rushing and hitting at the final
soon post its first official victory
siren.
of the season.
Butch McGee, Leaside's fancyIn order to make the score look
dan, managed to get himself and better, we have added both scores
the puck in the King's net early
in the first when he took the
puck from the blue line and in
regular Barbara Ann style drifted
in for his marker.

The line-up consisted
of: Kock, Fischer, Johnston, Rees-

together.
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NEARLY NEWS

MULES OVER
OSGOODE

By SINBAD BRITTLE

66-58

University of Waterloo Mules

Ear plugs might soon join Athletic Fees as standard equipment
on the campus, at least for the
small minority of students who
use the library. Immaturity, the
Goddess of Noise, seems to be a
permanent resident of the Men's
Dorm. Who pockets the loot from
the bowling tournaments and clog
dancing contests which are held
nightly on the third floor?
What's wrong with the ventilation in the Torque Room? The
heat at times is stifling. One stu-

or two straws with it?"
A column entitled "Bridge",
written by the Nearly News critic, appeared in last week's Cord.
Unfortunately, there are no card
players in the Sinbad Brittle organization, so no evaluation of the
hand is possible. But we do believe that cards predict the future.
Not too long ago, while watching
a session of poker, we noticed
that there were six aces in the
deck. Right away we knew the
dealer was going to hospital!
The Augsburg College Choir
was a delight to' hear. It is unfortunate that their hosts jeopardized the remainder of their trip
by serving them dinner in the
dining hall.
This column originated in a bad

used superior shooting to score
a 66-58 victory over Osgoode Hall.
The Waterloo University Jayvees,
meanwhile went down to their
sixth straight Junior Conference
defeat, bowing 59-54 to Hamilton
Teacher's College.
The senior fixture saw Osgoode
jump into an early 7-4 lead, but
Waterloo took the upper hand
11-9 a little later and was never
topped thereafter. Led by Alf dent reported getting a plain
Spricenicks with 17 points, Wat- cheese sandwich at the counter
erloo came up with some good and by the time he found an
shooting both from outside the empty seat it was toasted. The
key and on layups. The winners following conversation sums up
held a slight advantage shooting the situation very well: Student
from the foul line sinking 12 of "I'd like a chocolate bar, please,"
Nora "Yes sir, would you like one dream.
19 free throws.
In the Jayvee game Waterloo
was ahead 32-26 at the half, but How Do You Rate ?
faltered to lose 59-54. Morley
Check and hand to GINNY LEON
Rosenberg led the losers with 15
ly landlady is
points.
(1) an old witch
(2) a young witch
though Western was leading by
(3) both of these
6 points at half time, the Waterloo
(4) neither of these
team rallied to close the gap and
'or breakfast I eat (1) frogs
pull into the lead 32-30 at three(2) worms
quarter time. However, Waterloo
(3) parts of these
stamina subsided and Western
(4) the other parts
again took over, winning by a
go to lectures
(1) all the time (liar)
score of 42-36.
(2) some of the time
Joan Rennie paced the Waterloo team with 16 points, while
(3) none of the time
(4) "Going bowling?"
Donna Kelly added 14. The line
consisted of: Perrin, Steele, Diettake notes for
(1) myself
rich, Roberts, Holt, Inglis, Elm(2) others
slie, Fischer, Kock (2), Ressor
(3) Charlie Tindall

or 14, Rennie 15, Kelly 17, Perrin,
Steele, Inglis, Elmslie, Dietrich,
Holt, Roberts, and Emerson.
Waterloo College Girls' Baskethas
A complaint
been received
from Local 23 Rink-Rats Union ball Team played a fast and exthat we are using non-union help citing game against Western at
to clear the ice between periods. Seagram's Gym, January 28. Al- (4), Rennie (16), Kelly (14).

While the boys are not getting
union rates monetary wise, their
production rate is definite union
standard. We even have "feather-

bedding" and we would suggest
to Moe Targosz that a shovel
works much better down on the
ice than up on a shoulder! The
other union breakers who merit
mention for their "hard" work
are: Garry Morton, "Charley"
Breukner, Garry Caldwell, Dave
Armstrong, Bruce Anderson and

ARMY
INTERVIEWS
Lieutenant Colonel A. C. Brett,
Senior Army Career Counsellor
of Headquarters Central Com-

mand, Oakville, Ont. will visit
the University of Waterloo, Waterloo University College and Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, Thursday Feb. 11th. He will be acDoug Forster.
companied by Major J. R. RoMention should also be made berts, of Headquarters Western
of two faithful fans, namely, Jim Ontario Area.
While in Waterloo, Lt.-Col.
Sernasie and ex-banker George
Davidson who took over time- Brett will discuss Army Career

keeper's duties and to the best of
their combined abilities tried to
keep the game going by conveniently forgetting to start the
clock during the closing minutes

opportunities for both graduates

and undergraduates and also the
various subsidized plans that the
Canadian Army has to offer.
Those who wish to discuss any

of these career opportunities are
requested to contact Professor J.
and
rugged game
The rough
M. Clark for an appointment.
that followed the varsity squad's
Lt.-Col. A. -C. Brett was born in
made
the
night complete.
exit
St. Catharines, Ont. and educated
"Morton's Mob" with bench in Canada and England where he
of the final session.

strength numbering in the dozens
opposed eight engineers and
managed a tie in the dying seconds of the third period. Don
Targosz scored the tying marker.
He modestly described himself
later in the "malt shop" as the
clutch player of the night. After
he proposed seven toasts to his
own goal—we were convinced.
The score did not indicate the
territorial advantage held by the
mob but Waterloo's answer to
Jacques Plante, namely Al Emerson, had a rather shaky night in
between the pipes as Big Al dug
the rubber out of his net five out

graduated in Business Adminis-

tration.
In 1939 he enlisted in the Army
with the Lincoln and Welland Regiment and in 1942 was posted
overseas as a reinforcement officer with the Royal Highland
Light Infantry in the rank of
Captain. He served with that
Battalion as a company comman-

dismay, that some culprit, trying
held various staff appointments
to thwart Al's comeback to the
in Canada. In 1953 he was aphad
cut
big league,
a hole in his pointed a
Company Commander

stick and Al hadn't noticed it with the 3rd Battalion Princess
until after the game. Bob RaffPatricia's Canadian Light Infanery seems to be the number one
try and also served with that
suspect.
battalion as the battalion second
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Interesting and rewarding careers exist in most branches of
Canada's Regular Army for Arts, Science and Engineering
graduates.

Second and third year students may still apply for subsidization
under the Regular Officer's Training Plan.

der and later was appointed to

the staff of Headquarters 4th Canadian Infantry Brigade as a General Staff Officer. In 1945 he was
selected to attend the Canadian
Army Staff College at Kingston.
Since World War Two he has
of seven shots. In an exclusive
served on the staff of Army Headinterview we had with Allen after
quarters, attended the RCAF
the game we found out, to our
Staff College in 1949, and has

HERMAN LIPPERT

The Place of

in command.
Lt.-Col. Brett was promoted to
his present rank in 1953 and
served at Army Headquarters with
the Directorate of Military Training. He remained at Army Headquarters until 1956 when he received his present appointment.

Col. A. C. Brett from Command H.Q., Oakville, Maj. J. R. Roberts
from Area H.Q., London, will be on campus

Thursday, February 11th, 1960
to answer any questions you may have.

There is no obligation.
Interviews may be arranged through
Prof. J. M. Clark, Room 211,

Arts Building

